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Corrections to the Parameterization of Constraints
on Allele Sharing in Sibling Pairs Alter Covariate-
Parameter Estimates but Not Sharing-Probability
Estimates or Power of Tests for Linkage
To the Editor:
Errors in appendix B of our 1999 article in the Journal
(Greenwood and Bull 1999) were recently pointed out
to us (D. Weeks and H.-J. Tsai, personal communica-
tion). The simultaneous-boundary–constrained esti-
mates for presented in 1999 do not give the correctz (x )0 i
values for the covariate parameters under the null hy-
pothesis. The correct expression for the expected pro-
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descent (IBD) under the simultaneous-boundary con-
straint with no additive variance should be
′exp (b x )0 iz (x ) p .0 i ′1  3 exp (b x )0 i
The relationships between this proportion and those for
sharing one or two alleles IBD do not change from the
1999 article: and .z (x ) p 2z (x ) z (x ) p 1  3z (x )1 i 0 i 2 i 0 i
For the minmax-optimal simultaneous-boundary con-
straint, the correct expression should be
′0.645 exp (b x )0 iz (x ) p .0 i ′1  1.58 exp (b x )0 i
As in the 1999 article, the constraints on the other
sharing proportions are andz (x ) p 0.355  0.58z (x )1 i 0 i
. Note that both the originalz (x ) p 0.645  1.58z (x )2 i 0 i
(see appendix B in Greenwood and Bull 1999) and the
corrected expressions for satisfy the specified con-z (x )0 i
straints on the expected sharing proportion andz (x )j i
differ only in those values of the covariate-associated
parameter vector b0 that correspond to specific null or
alternative hypotheses.
When written in terms of the sharing proportion
, the score equations—based on the LOD**(b0) ex-z (x )0 i
pressions given in appendix B (Greenwood and Bull
1999) and used in the M step of the estimation algo-
rithm—are identical for the original and corrected ex-
pressions. Provided that the s in the E step are updatedzij
using the estimates, the final estimates fromz (x ) z (x )0 i 0 i
the expectation-maximization algorithm, and hence the
LOD scores for the test of linkage with covariates, will
also be identical.
This can be considered as a special case of the invar-
iance of the likelihood to reparameterization. Therefore,
the original conclusions concerning relative power and
effects of constraints are unchanged.
We have rerun our simulations to confirm these the-
oretical conclusions, and we show here in table 1 some
corrected results and original results from tables 2 and
3 of the 1999 article (Greenwood and Bull 1999). The
corrected algorithms almost always converge, whereas
we previously had more difficulty in obtaining conver-
gence with these two constraint methods. Thus, we con-
clude that the small differences in mean LOD scores or
in significance levels are a result of the fact that we no
longer had to exclude as many data sets from our sum-
maries. Therefore, although estimates of the parameter
b0 would not be correct if the expressions in the 1999
article were used, our conclusions about the power of
the various approaches have not changed.
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